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OK !

My Journey to Total Human Metamorphosis -- 2
the Extreme !!!!

I, Oscar Zepeda will be embarking an Extreme Style of Human Metamorphosis. What I mean by that is I will release all that no
longer served me and going to let the Solar Winds of the Universe take me to where I need to go and meet the people that I
need to meet for my transformation into the Divine Blended Being that the Infinite Divine Universe Wants Me to Become. This is
my Journey for at least 1,111 Days...or Indefinitely !!!!
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2013 Mid Illinois Bodybuilding & Figure Championships !!!!!!!

Divinitus Warrious Universalis formerly known
as Oscar Zepeda

Been a while since I last been here... Haven't been online for a while !!! even FB !!!! I deactivated my FB !!! I like to keep
it Old School !!!!! No Cell, No Beeper !!! No FB !!!! I noticed that we are Sooooo Distracted with our Cell Phones and
FB !!!! I remember back in the day with Myspace ???? remember that deal ??? I was Hooked, it was my crack and I
know myself a lot better from that Social Media Addiction.... I noticed I was spending Wayyyy To Much ON BS and
Others people BS !!!!! I don't know why I started with Myspace when the title is 2013 Illinois Bodybuilding & Figure
Champion Ships or Championships !!!! this week was listening some recordings of Joe Dispenza from "What the Bleep
Do We Know".... his specialty is Life Transformation / Brain Extraction and Re-Invention / there are quite a bit of
YouTube Videos of my man Joe Dispenza !!!! (dble clk on <------- Joe D) Re-Wiring My Brain !!! this is what I WANT &
NEED !!!! While I was listening to Joe he really made me act, that we must KNOW What To Become !!! Who and what
do you see in others that you want to become like. Not actually Being that person but the personality traits:
I got the following quote from Oprah's Master Class about Re-Inventing Yourself: "The first law of life: Things change
—and that includes us. We're all beings in process and we either evolve and grow, or waste time and energy
trying to keep things the way they were. Masters see what's coming with clear eyes. They shed outdated roles
and jump into new ones; as soon as they meet one challenge, they dream up another. That's how they stay
fresh, energized.
Read more: http://www.oprah.com/own-master-class-the-lessons/master-class-reinvent-yourself.html#ixzz2OuftczAl
and now !!! I know I'm In the state of Becoming right now !!!! in a state of absolute evolution !!! we are living in an
Infinite & Magical Universe !!! we think we know a lot, but, honestly I know that we as Infinite Divine Human Beings have
Soooooo Much Power !!! and I know for myself !!! My Transformation My Metamorphosis !!!! We must know What We
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Want To Become !!!!! this was My Missing Link !!! I know in the past I was all talking about "Transformation,

Change, & Metamorphosis" I know !!!!

So, the remainder of this month and into the month of April !!! I'm

going to write in detail on What Kind of Being I Want to Become !!!!!!!! EVERYTHING !!!!! Mind, Body, Spirit,
Family/Friends & My Passions... I know I have been neglecting friends & family !! I know, I'm not perfect and I absolutely
admit it, I want to change.... I know with friends & family they hold you in a type of vibration that you want to change
from, for me, being broke, not having a "Successful" Life and i'm fucking 40 !!!!! Yeah, that vibration I don't want
anymore !!! So, thus I want to Re-Wire My Mind into Infinite Divine's Mind !!!!! the Absolute One Who Created All !!!!
that is My Mind !!! and I know that my Body is Ready for It's Metamorphosis !!! thus me supporting Byron & Tami Hicks
Owners of Jakked Hardcore Gym in Montgomery, IL and my Personal Trainer Ed Honn at Xsport Fitness in Downers
Grove, IL they are Competing in the 2013 Mid Illinois Bodybuilding & Figure Championships in Ottawa, IL !!! this March
30, 2013 !!!! 1 Day !!!!!
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Above is Byron Hicks Owner of Jakked Hardcore Gym !!!! this pic from one his earlier competitions !!
Any & Every Thing is Possible !!!!! So, I know that after my Motivation & Inspiration at tomorrows 2013 Mid IL
Bodybuilding Championships !!! Dude, I know Byron is going to be the Most Baddest Bodybuilder in Tomorrows
Competition !!! Plus his wife is competing !!!!! Together !!!!! I'll make sure I have some Pics and Vids !!!!!
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